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This week, we introduce two of the pillars of 20th c. economics into our 
discussion of the power and money.  You will watch parts of PBS's 
Commanding Heights and read some of the main actors:  John Maynard 
Keynes (KAINS) and Freidrich Hayek (HIGH-eck).  

You should be able to understand the basics of Keynes and Hayek, and 
the roots of their ideas.  You should be able to apply their debates to 
contexts like the Great Depression, the 1997-1998 financial crisis, the 
2008 financial crisis, and the 2015 Greece crisis.

Two main characters in the Battle of Ideas:  Keynes and Hayek.  Two 
continuing challenges in financial crises across time: contagion and moral
hazard.  More on both later.  First, some history.



Classical mercantilism and liberalism (late 18th – early 19th c.)

– Mercantilism: Hamilton and List

• Economics as an important means of enlarging state power in 
a competitive and often conflictual environment.

– Liberalism: Smith and Ricardo

• Political and economic liberty and realism can resolve 
conflicts and lead to growth



Mercantilism

– Alexander Hamilton, 1791

•  pro-public credit, pro-central bank
•  to strengthen the fledging economy of the US
•  practical statesman, not a social theorist
•  recognizes importance of agriculture, but also of industry 
• diversification to lessen nation's external economic 

vulnerability (hurt in Revolutionary War) 



Mercantilism

– Friedrich List

• nationalist rivalries dominate the world scene
• inherent conflictual nature among self-serving states
• free-trade serves interests of industrially developed 

economies
• protectionism nec. for countries seeking econ dvlpmt

(that is, early 19c. England has an unfair advantage, because it 
is already industrialized)

(Those of you from SIS might recognize Hamilton and List as analogous to 
the IR theory of realism – and Smith and Ricardo (next) akin to IR’s 
liberalism or globalism)



Liberalism 

– Adam Smith, 1776

• for national wealth, do not need state intervention
• trade can lead to international cooperation, not nec. conflict
• allow rational egoists to pursue individual wealth 

– as everyone does this, wealth of community is maximized  
-- invisible hand

• gains shared by as large a free-trading free-mkt exists
• domestically: efficiency from division of labor and 

interdependence
– expand this efficiency internationally - specialize in 

production of goods in which a country has an
absolute advantange



Liberalism

– David Ricardo

• Concerned with the interests of agriculture hampering the 
development of industry

• Comparative advantage
– Gains from trade possible even if no absolute advantage

• Importance of the value of money (price levels) in trading 
countries



It’s not essential that you can do the math of Smith’s absolute advantage (this page) and Ricardo’s comparative advantage 
(next page), but it’s really easy.  In this example, Britain is more efficient at making cloth; Portugal at making wine. It takes 

Britain 220 euros (or hours or people or tons of carbon monoxide) to make one cloth (100) and one wine (120). If instead 
Britain focuses on what it produces more efficiently than Portugal, and Portugal does the same, and then they trade… this 

two-country world can have more wealth (2.2 cloths instead of 2 and 2.5 wines instead of 2) or more leisure or less 
pollution or some combination… 

Absolute advantage demonstrated from the input-side

– Britain makes cloth more cheaply; Portugal wine.
– Production cost can be in $, workers, machines, hours, carbon, etc.
– Portugal can trade 1.25 wines for 1.1 cloths, and both are better off.

Production  
Cost 

Cost for 
one of 
each

Cost for 
two of 
specialty

Savings New 
production 
capacity

cloth wine

Britain 100 120 220 200 20 2.2 cloths

Portugal 120 80 200 160 40 2.5 wines



Here the math is pretty cool (and equally simple). Even if Portugal is better at making cloth and better at making wine, if 
Portugal produces what it is “more better” at, and Britain produces the other, there are still gains from specialization and 

trade

Comparative Advantage demonstrated from the input-side

• Portugal can trade 1.062 wines for 1.1 cloths, and both are better off.
• Gains from specialization and trade even though Portugal is more efficient at 

both goods.

Production  
Cost 

Cost for 
one of 
each

Cost for 
two of 
specialty

Savings New 
production 
capacity

cloth wine

Britain 100 120 220 200 20 2.2 cloths

Portuga
l

90 80 170 160 10 2.125 
wines



This page and the graphic on the next page give a different perspective of the same point in the previous Britain-Portugal 
example: specialization leads to the chance for gains from trade. 

Output Analysis and gains from trade.
– Assuming use of all available factors: land, labor, capital, technology.

* trade 25 beef for 30 wine…see graph, next page
– Need to see in relation to PPF for beef-wine, US y=(-3/2)x+60, France y=(-

1/2)x+40

Production and 
Consumption 
levels –

no trade

Production 
with 
specializtn
and trade

New 

production/ 
consumption 
levels*

Increase 

due to 
specialization 

and trade

beef wine beef wine beef wine beef wine

US 30 20 60 0 35 30 5 10

France 20 40 0 80 25 50 5 10

World 50 60 60 80 60 80 10 20



Production Possibility Frontiers

• If US makes 30 beef and 20 wine, and Fr makes 20 beef and 40 wine
• but then they specialize 60 beef and 80 wine and trade 25 beef for 30 

wine, 
• then each country consumes more/world output is greater.
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US PPF: 40 wine or 60 beef
France PPF: 80 wine or 40 beef

▪ US with trade - 30w , 35b 

▪ France w ith trade - 50w, 25 b



Heckscher-Ohlin and post-HO trade theories
A more formal presentation of how specialization leads to gains from trade – and (in Leontiev) a study that makes 

us question all of it

– Factor endowments – your country has land, labor and capital in a 
ratio that makes suitable to make wine or cloth (or coffee or 
computers… )

– Factor intensity – goods require certain amounts/kinds of land, 
labor and capital 

– Heckscher-Ohlin theorem – produce goods in which your 
endowments match the good's intensity

– Leontief paradox – look this up! (1954) – the US – the world's 
industry/tech leader – exports… agriculture?? and imports… 
machines?

– Explanations for and new theories in light of the Leontief paradox 
(all this is off topic, but really exciting, if you like this kind of thing: 
trade isn't what Smith and Ricardo said it would be… why?)



– Intro to Keynes

• The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money
• Great Depression, lack of demand
• UK et al at risk of totalitarianism if not econ improvement
• Create demand: govt spending (via deficits)
• Bretton Woods
• Overall: wise state, dumb market

• See notes about watching the assigned sections of "PBS's 
Commanding Heights"



• Intro to

– Hayek

• Critic of Keynes
• From collapsed Austrian empire – sought “juster society”
• First, attracted to socialism
• Economic study demonstrated to him that socialism would not work 

(for econ or for freedom)
• Market – price system – as key
• Govt role for regulation, instns, even welfare – but not intervention

– Milton Friedman

• Critic of Keynes
• Focus on private action and freedom, against govt action and 

restrictions
• Monetarism (cf. “fiscalism”)



Commanding Heights:  The Battle for the World Economy

(Yergin and Stanislaw; PBS: 2002)

During the 20th century, states debated whether economies should receive 
significant direction and assistance from the government (this took a wide 
range of forms), or whether relying on markets themselves – mostly (but 
not entirely) free from government direction and intervention – was the 
morally, politically and economically preferable approach.



The response to the Great Depression – a strong government role – shaped 
policy from the 1930s and after World War II all the way into the 1970s.  
President Nixon famously said, "We're all Keynesians now." (Actually, it was 
Milton Friedman, but let's leave that alone for now.)  

But changes began in the 1970s- Keynesianism could not solve the dual 
problems of slow (or worse) economic growth and simultaneous inflation. 

Britain's Margaret Thatcher (elected 1979) and President Reagan (1980) led to 
a monumental shift, toward the ideas of Hayek. From the early 1980s to the 
time of the 2007-2008 crisis, the ideas that markets were smarter and more 
effective and more moral than government planners came to dominate the 
U.S. and most of the world.  We see this in China and India, in the USSR, and in 
the EU, among other places.



From "Episode One: The Battle of Ideas," we'll be introduced to two major 
characters and their ideas.  

John Maynard Keynes quit the post-WWI peace talks, invented macroeconomics, 
fathered the New Deal, and shaped the post-WWII intergovernmental financial 
institutions.  His theoretical writings led to policies in which the government 
should be strongly involved in addressing unemployment and inflation –
although with the understanding that typically 'fixing' one led to difficulties with 
the other.



The second character is Friedrich Hayek.  Although younger, he and Keynes are 
essentially contemporaries in the debate of the 1930s and 1940s about the 
proper role of government in the economy.  For Hayek, government intervention 
in the economy was inevitably an encroachment on political rights. 

For Hayek, the economy was better off without government intervention;  in the 
long run, the markets work things out for the best.  Keynes' famous retort?  "In 
the long run, we're all dead."



The argument then, is between a strong state role in the economy and the 
preference for the resilience and strengths of markets.  This argument forms 
the basic division among 20th century states, but also within them.  

Consider the U.S. political parties and their philosophies - the language they 
use even today – it often comes straight from Keynes for Democrats and 
Hayek (and his colleague, Milton Friedman) for Republicans. 
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